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Earn the Learning 
Technologies Certificate 
and digital badge after:

• Attending all course sessions. 

• Actively participating and 
completing the course 
activities and capstone.

Show, share, and socialize your 
skills and achievements with 
ATD’s digital badging program!

Successful participants of 
this program will earn the 
ATD Learning Technologies 
Certificate and digital badge.

F rom learning management systems to virtual classroom platforms to 
e-learning tools, learning technologies big and small are essential for 
modern training initiatives. A learning technology ecosystem includes 

these platforms, tools, and more. We define the ecosystem as the various 
learning technologies and infrastructure used to execute an organization’s 
talent and development strategy.

We talk about learning technologies as an ecosystem because a singular tool 
or platform can rarely support all of an organization’s needs and its people. An 
array of choices is available to enhance your learning experiences. Thoughtfully 
integrating the right tools leads to greater knowledge acquisition and skills 
application on the job and overall positive outcomes for the learners.

Certificate 
and badge 

14 hours Aligned to Talent  
Development  

Capability Model™

Live Online Enterprise Team 
Training Available
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This certificate aligns with the technology application capability of the  
Talent Development Capability Model™, which serves as the foundation  
for ATD Certification Institute’s master programs and APTD® and  
CPTD® certifications.

This course will give you the knowledge and tools to source and evaluate  
learning technologies and the knowledge and skills you need to conceptualize  
a holistic learning technology ecosystem. We’ll explore e-learning and learning  
delivery software, data standards, user experience design, extended reality,  
artificial intelligence, and accessibility considerations. This program will  
provide you with access to ATD-exclusive templates and tools you can apply  
immediately to develop your own learning technology ecosystem architecture.

Why you should attend:

• Discover common practices and approaches for identifying, selecting,  
implementing, and maintaining learning technologies to enhance your  
learning and talent strategies.

• Get techniques for assessing, defining, and articulating technology requirements.

• Learn how to configure and support a learning technology ecosystem that meets your organization’s needs  
and talent development goals.

• Become a valued learning technology resource for your organization or the organizations you support.

• Earn an industry-recognized certificate, continuing education credits, and an ATD digital badge to share  
with your networks.

After this program you will be able to:

• Conduct a learning technology assessment.

• Articulate standards necessary to adopt learning technology.

• Determine how to effectively evaluate and select e-learning software tools. 

• Articulate accessibility standards used when creating learning experiences. 

• Describe components of learning technology usability tests. 

• Describe common data standards and how they are used in the learning ecosystem.

• Integrate the benefits of leveraging principles of UI and UX. 

• Examine considerations of using advanced learning technologies including Artificial Intelligence (AI),  
Extended Reality (XR), and social media platforms. 

• Determine your level of future readiness in leveraging effective learning technology ecosystems.

Related Learning 
Opportunities:
ATD Project Management 
Certificate
Plan, organize, and control 
your workplace learning and 
performance projects. 

E-Learning Instructional 
Design Certificate
Use a structured process for 
effective e-learning design.

Virtual Instructional 
Design Certificate
Design for engagement in 
virtual instruction.

Derived From ATD Research, 
Backed by Our Capability Model

mailto:mycareerpath%40td.org?subject=
http://www.td.org/education
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https://www.td.org/capability-model/access
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COURSE OVERVIEW

Topic 1 - Identifying and Articulating 
Technology System Requirements
• Organizational Needs Assessment and  

Learning Architecture

• Understanding Personas 

• Key Considerations for Identifying and  
Articulating Technology System Requirements

• Consider System Requirements

Topic 2 - Evaluating and Selecting 
E-Learning Software Tools
• Consider Key Factors

• Create, Deliver, and Measure Content With  
E-Learning Tools

• Know Your Content Tool Types

• Evaluating and Selecting Software Tools

• Finding the Right E-Learning Software Tools

Topic 3 - Selecting and Implementing 
Learning Technologies
• Assess the Need for Technology 

• Using the BUILDS Framework

• Consider the Purpose and Value of Technology

Topic 4 - Creating Accessible  
Learning Experiences
• ADA, Section 508, and WCAG

• The POUR Framework

• Exploring the POUR Framework

• Testing Learning Experiences With  
Assistive Technologies

Topic 5 - Methods and Techniques for 
Testing Learning Technologies
• Identify Success Criteria Factors

• Review Components of Usability and  
Functional Tests

Topic 6 - Principles of User  
Interface Design
• The Fine Line Between UI and UX

• UI and UX Design Best Practices

• The Role of Design Thinking in UI

• The Five Phases of Design Thinking

Topic 7 - Introduction to Artificial 
Intelligence and Extended Reality for 
Learning Professionals
• Artificial Intelligence and Extended Reality 

• Extended Reality – AR, VR, and MR

• Considering AI and XR

• Considerations for Your Learning Ecosystem

Topic 8 - Leveraging Social Media  
for Learning
• Explore Social Theories and Necessary Skill Sets 

• Examine Social Media for Talent Development

• Navigating Legal and Social Media Considerations

• Guiding Questions for Using Social Media

Topic 9 - Administering a Learning 
Technology Ecosystem 
• Key Considerations for Strategy

• Ecosystem Concept Stations
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Additional Tools and Resources

• Accessibility Considerations 

• Accessibility Considerations for User Interface (UI) Design 

• Applying POUR to the WCAG

• Ask Questions Like a Learning Architect

• Asking the Right Questions

• BUILDs Framework for Evaluating Emerging 
Technologies for Learning 

• Business Benefits to Using Social Media 

• Checklist for Administering a Learning  
Technology Ecosystem

• Checklist for Evaluating and Selecting E-Learning 
Software Tools

• Checklist for Leveraging Social Media for Learning 

• Checklist for Methods and Techniques for Testing 
Learning Technologies 

• Considerations for Creating a Data  
Governance Practice

• Getting Started With AI and XR 

• Guiding Questions for Using Social Media 

• Identifying and Articulating Technology  
System Requirements 

• Improve Formal Learning Checklist 

• Information to Include in an RFP 

• Maintaining a Learning Ecosystem

• Persona Examples

• Persona Template 

• Usability Testing Script Guidance 

• SCORM vs. xAPI

• The ADDEDD Model 

• Tips for Creating Accessible Learning Experiences 

• To Source In-House or Out of House? 

• UI/UX Design Best Practices 

What Participants Are Saying

“ATD is the most-respected learning organization in 
the industry. ATD's trainings and certifications are 
highly recognized in the work that I do. ”

— Kim Whiteside, Instructional Designer
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RESOURCE SAMPLE

SCORM vs. xAPI

Key Differences Between SCORM and xAPI
Here is a quick comparison of how the Shareable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM) and Experience 
Application Program Interface (xAPI) features and functions vary.

Tracks basic e-learning course statistics: bookmarking, completion, score, 
time, pass/fail • •

Tracks e-learning question-level data • •
Tracks e-learning objective-level status • •
Records multiple attempts and scores per object/test •
Supports offline data transfer •
Operates without an internet browser •
Operates across domains •
Tracks one learner at a time • •
Tacks multiple learners and team-based activity •
Tracks non-e-learning activity (instructor-led training, virtual instructor-led, 
mobile, game, scenario-based learning performance support, and so on) •

Records actual job performance •

SCORM xAPI
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We Are Here to Help You and Your Team Learn, Grow, and Improve!

Register Online 

• Visit td.org/LearningTechCertificate

• Choose your preferred dates  
and times. 

• Click Enroll. 

• Follow the cart and  
checkout prompts.

Register a Team/ 
On-Site Training
Interested in bringing a 
course to your company as 
an on-site learning event? 

Call: 888.816.7813 
Email: enterprise@td.org

During the last 75 years, our mission has 
been to empower talent development 
professionals with the knowledge and skills 

they need to be successful and remain competitive. 
We accomplish this by providing learning that 
sticks and leads to measurable results in your  
on-the-job performance.

What You Can Expect From an ATD Course

 9 Research- and competency-based learning with 
applied adult learning principles 

 9 Hands-on practical activities 

 9 An engaging environment that builds confidence  
and makes learning personally relevant 

 9 Actionable take-home materials to ensure real 
application back at work

Register by Phone or 
Get a Consultation
Not sure what to take? Call  
a professional development 
specialist to help you enroll. 
They can give you course 
recommendations based on your 
learning goals and your role.

Call: 855.404.2783
Visit: td.org/LearningTechCertificate

Ready to Get Started?

Organizations 
Have Trained 
With Us

 

95+
Course 
Topics

900+

120+
Countries 
With 
an ATD 
Presence

Professionals 
Have Learned 
With ATD 
Education

150,000+
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